Black group denounces concert loan: question of repayment

By LENNY D'VORSKY
Half-Wake
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Southern war of future
More disturbances seen

By CHELSEA BAIN
Los Angeles News Editor

Bissou the reporting shooting of five students during a student demonstration at the University of Iowa Thursday (University) occurs as a result of bitterness when classes resume next Monday.

Closed down by Louisiana Governor Edwin Edwards, campus police go unanswered on the National Guardsmen who have been kept on the line since the previous the day. "I don't know", the position of the school was very bitter. The students were fired from their tear gas, and the school was told to expect more violence.

In the meantime, protesters entered the campus. They were shot dead by unidentified_Panther," said Edwards first claim.

University spending, student control of assessment fees and the rest was demanded by the students. The governor has been accused of being too lenient. Edwards has been accused of being too lenient.

The students burned the university buildings.

LaBrie has traveled to various parts of the country, trying to stop the violence. He has been accused of being too lenient.

A collection of black newspapers in this country with a black press under a grant from the Ford Foundation. "Brilliant yellow and orange," said LaBrie.

The Register of a journalism scholarship set up under the Pulitzer Prizes. The governor has been accused of being too lenient.

More disturbances seen

Climax

Students occurred last Wednesday when deputies might have fired bullets in their tear gas. Edwards first claimed that the violence was caused by the police and administrative staff.

Accounts differ as to what really happened. Demonstrators claim that the police have been too lenient. When something started, it was most unexpected, they say.
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**Daily Iowan**

**News Analysis**

An article about the press and its relationship with the Justice Department.

**Statement**

The statement is about the press and its relationship with the Justice Department.

**Racial incidents?**

**Navy says 'No'**

**WASHINGTON, D.C.**—The Navy has confirmed that two incidents involving black sailors were investigated.

**Grova's story**

Grova's story is about the press and its relationship with the Justice Department.

**Farr case: press right to confidential sources tested**

**Bill Farr**

Bill Farr, a journalist, was involved in a case where his sources were investigated.

**Importance**

The importance of the case is about the press and its relationship with the Justice Department.

**Women's lobbyists form in Washington**

This article is about the formation of a women's lobbying group in Washington.

**Women's lobbyists form in Washington**

Women's lobbyists form in Washington.
The present system stands indicted

I would like to present the case for responsible, democratic governmental action on our campus—the case for election of the Student Senate President by the Student Senate. Let us look at the way a President would be selected under the present system and be elected by a majority vote at the first meeting at which the newly elected Senate President is present. It would not take much thought for a student who wanted to be President to recognize that his election would be for a group of the minded persons together and have them run pledged to himself in the all-campus election. There is no guarantee that student who wants to be elected President. What is the decision does it take the fact that people want to elect a candidate and to use it as a primary for the development of a party system in our student government. Party systems exist and work on other campuses. There are several advantages to such a system.

Parties would develop continuity in leadership and ideas, so that student programs cannot simply be "washed out" by the administration or other opposing parties. A party system would make for more balance in student government and help the Executive in carrying out the programs he campaigned on. Finally, a party system would enhance the leadership of the Student Senate. Parties would allow us to have performance instead of only promises in student government. In short, a party system would give the student body some role for the Student Senate. The office would be more meaningful if it is shared rather than separated. However, form should follow function...

The current system attempts to get the Senate and Executive to do the job of the Student Senate. The result is that senators feel that their role is to make the administration do what the students want them to do. They are not elected to propose programs. Legislative action is limited to motions and resolutions under it lead to. What do we lose on the other hand? The student Senate gets an independent voice. By being responsible to the student body, they will expand their scope beyond the Senate to the campus community. The student Senate can play a role in the campaign to what comes after.

Presidential candidates. As under the current system, they have a win in the popular election and the winner is elected President. What the proposal does is to take the Senator's prerogatives away from the President and make them responsible for the programs of the Senate. In this way, the Senator's would be ultimately responsible for what comes after. It is apparent that in the Kennedy-Johnson era, there has been no seperation, no independent and equal branches of student government. In actual fact, a majority of the western nations utilize a system similar to what is proposed here. Are Germany, England, France anti-democratic?

The present system is democratic and ineffective, the proposed system democratic and effective. We lose nothing, and we gain much. We gain support for our programs, a voice for our students, and a sense of responsibility to our students. Moreover, there is the added benefit of having many of our students elected to the Senate. It is not as if the Senate is the only form of representation in the world. It is the present system of representation that is the problem. The execution of the proposed system is that the students will have a voice, but that the Senate will have no voice.

The present system will work. There will still be Presidential candidates. As under the current system, the Senate would have a role in the selection of candidates and in shaping their platform. The change will be that these new programs will now have elected one can judge, and they will become groups whose purpose is not only limited to winning the election. These new groups would have a real chance of gaining a voice in their representation of the campus. After that, the Senate would have a voice in the election of President and in proposing legislation to the Senate. In this way, the Senate would take the Senator's role away from the President and make them responsible for the programs of the Senate. In this way, the Senator's would be ultimately responsible for what comes after. It is apparent that in the Kennedy-Johnson era, there has been no separation, no independent and equal branches of student government. In actual fact, a majority of the western nations utilize a system similar to what is proposed here. Are Germany, England, France anti-democratic?

Richard Nixon once remarked that the nation did not really need a President in order to run the nation. Indeed, it is as if the man who cleaned the air made the inside safe, balanced, the food supply rich, and made the schools attempt to create "structures of peace" designed to last a generation. The present generation of peace is one from a radically evolved nation of the world, a modern military state, and new schools of economic and political thought. All are the results of the case for responsible, democratic governmental action on our campus.

"official U.S. world view"

There is now a man in the world of the University of Illinois who wants to see the U.S. "get on with it". Dr. Robert B. Durand is professor of international politics at the University of Illinois. He is the author of "The United States and the World: A New Perspective" and of many other works on international politics. He is also a member of the National Academy of Sciences. Mr. Durand is an associate editor of the New Republic.

"new issues in Europe"

The United States is abandoning the gray zone theory, a major step in its foreign policy, and China is not likely to remain in the role of a great power as the United States has assumed. The United States is abandoning the gray zone theory, a major step in its foreign policy, and China is not likely to remain in the role of a great power as the United States has assumed. The United States is abandoning the gray zone theory, a major step in its foreign policy, and China is not likely to remain in the role of a great power as the United States has assumed. The United States is abandoning the gray zone theory, a major step in its foreign policy, and China is not likely to remain in the role of a great power as the United States has assumed. The United States is abandoning the gray zone theory, a major step in its foreign policy, and China is not likely to remain in the role of a great power as the United States has assumed. The United States is abandoning the gray zone theory, a major step in its foreign policy, and China is not likely to remain in the role of a great power as the United States has assumed.
**SURVIVAL LINE**

**Any wheelchair organizations?**

**AUDITIONS**

An Endless Cast With Titanic Roles for the American Premier of the Elizabethan Masterpiece

WOODSTOCK or Richard III?

**WANTED:**
All Available Able Aggregate Actors

**Try-outs will be held December 1 & 2.**

See bulletin boards in Main or Sagam Theater and call Director Eugene Line (255-0800) for information and appointments.

---

**SURVIVAL LINE**

Not sure? Be in touch with the following organizations on the 11th and 12th.

- The Mobility Center
- Mobility Advocates
- Paralyzed Veterans of America
- Spina Bifida Association

**CYCLE STORAGE**

More places! For details on how to contact Wesley House, Odyssey offers audiences and Odyssey three, four or if your hospital will meet you there.

---

**FAILURE TO KEEP**

The bar is up and running full swing. Janet Lyons, the women's chairperson, tells us about her day. "We've had someone in every hour, and I've been here for the last 30 seconds, but it's not enough," Janet says.

---
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Turkey Trot to Mike Kitchell

By MARIE BENNET
Staff Writer

Once, two, and perhaps three generations before the annual Turkey Trot at Finkbine Golf Course Monday afternoon, an independent event by the Iowa State University Band, Wells Fargo, and the Iowa Blue and White.

The Trot was a chance for people to gather and enjoy a friendly race.

The Trot begins and ends at Finkbine Golf Course with a run around the golf course.

The Trot is a fun and enjoyable event for all ages.

The Trot is open to all participants, regardless of age or ability.

The Trot is a great way to stay active and have fun with friends and family.

The Trot is a perfect opportunity to enjoy the outdoors and the beautiful scenery of the golf course.

The Trot is a great way to support local organizations and charities.

The Trot is a great way to see the sights of Finkbine Golf Course.

The Trot is a great way to make new friends and connections.

The Trot is a great way to challenge yourself and push your limits.

The Trot is a great way to celebrate the holiday season and the spirit of giving.

The Trot is a great way to create lasting memories with loved ones.

The Trot is a great way to stay active and healthy.

The Trot is a great way to enjoy the outdoors and the beautiful scenery of the golf course.
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**DAILY IOWAN**

**WANT its!**

**Home Improvement**

**Housing**

**Wanted to Buy**

- Apartments $152a
- 2 bdrms.

**Rooms for Rent**

- 1st floor, 2 bdrms.
- 3 bdrms.

**Antiques**

- SALE - All bargains.

**Ride or Rider**

**Mobile Homes**

**Misc. for Sale**

**Musical Instruments**

**Travel**

**Musical Instruments**

- FOR SALE - Electronic organ.
- Piano.

**Trade**

- POLISHED CHRISTMAS GIFT.

**Christmas Gifting**

- SPECIALS - Christmas gifts.

**Personal Ads**

- University Ad Club will meet Tues., Nov. 21, 3:30 p.m.
- Room 209 Communications Center

**Resumes Printed**

- 100 copies, $.40 per resume.

**Roommate Wanted**

- Housemate - Roommate.

**Apts. for Rent**

- 2 bedroom, 1 bath.

**Typing Services**

- Job openings.

**D I. classifieds are great little workers!**

**Use Classified Ads**

Write ad below using one blank for each word.

- **NAME**
- **PHONE NO.**
- **ADDRESS**
- **CITY**
- **ZIP CODE**

Count the number of words in your ad. Multiply the number of words by the rate below. Be sure to count address and or phone number. See sample ad.

- Cost equals: (Number of Words) x (Rate Per Word)

To Figure Cost

- Minimum AD is 10 WORDS

- 10 WORDS:
  - 1 word $1
  - 5 words $4
  - 10 words $6

- SAMPLE AD

The sample ad at left contains 9 words. The cost would be $9 x $.40 = $3.60.

Clip this order blank and mail or bring with your check to:

THE DAILY IOWAN

Room 117—Communications Center

College and Madison Streets

Iowa City, Iowa 52240
To the psych secretaries: don't go near the coffee

Secretary is the Department of Psychology, Spence Building. Daily make coffee for faculty and graduate students. A note posted over the coffeepot tells how many cups they must prepare on different days of the week. A copy of Regents' brunch menu is pinned at the top of the pot and it is indicated with a spot to sign from a real faculty member: "You call this coffee!"

So far, simply a typical UI cafetaria maneuver and effort. However, the Department of Psychology, or Ed Psych School Faculty or an Economic Group, but the real Department of Psychology, of national renown, to find the ultimate truth.

Faculty or students may not drink the coffee. There may be no room, a place to put the coffee, or a faculty and students who drink the coffee. The secretaries have their place? With the problem, which looks like a classic, the NIH Mental Health Branch would reject a grant proposal for intensive analysis of the results.

Whether or not the secretaries have their place, we must decide. Which looks like a classic, the NIH Mental Health Branch would reject a grant proposal for intensive analysis of the results.

The coffee pot is "the ladies room" and if they would want a cup of coffee they go downtown, buy it, bring it back and drink it in "their place." A survey of the personnel who have made coffee in the pot at one time or another shows that the coffee pot is "the ladies room." A copy of a coffee pot is in the coffee drinking, a broom closet might be a refuge.

Faculty and students don't have a place to put the coffee, or a faculty and students who drink the coffee. The real and secondary Department of Psychology, or Ed Psych School Faculty or an Economic Group, but the real Department of Psychology, of national renown, to find the ultimate truth.

"They like it this way. Now they have a place of their own - of their own, a typical UI cafetaria maneuver and effort. However, the Department of Psychology, or Ed Psych School Faculty or an Economic Group, but the real Department of Psychology, of national renown, to find the ultimate truth.

They want a cup of coffee and class sex line as the coffee drinking, a broom closet might be a refuge." I wouldn't want to be with the faculty anyway - I like to have the coffee and class sex line as the coffee drinking, a broom closet might be a refuge.

Secretaries in the Department of Psychology, Spence Building. Daily make coffee for faculty and graduate students. A note posted over the coffeepot tells how many cups they must prepare on different days of the week. A copy of Regents' brunch menu is pinned at the top of the pot and it is indicated with a spot to sign from a real faculty member: "You call this coffee!"

Our coffee policy? Sorry, it's only good in case of death.

Our coffee policy? Sorry, it's only good in case of death.

Dear Iowa City-Coralville Merchant

For this Christmas, the University of Iowa faculty, staff, students and readers will spend over $600,000.

It's enough to make you want to advertise with us!

For Daily Iowan Christmas Display Advertising Deadlines, CALL 353-6201 SOON